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Abstract:- An experimental study was performed to determine the thin layer drying characteristics of banana slices in a 

force convection indirect solar drying. The system consists of two main parts: heat collector and the food drying 

cabinet. Heat collector absorbing maximum solar radiation by and provides heated air flow to the cabinet via two fans 

at the air inlet/outlet. The air temperature at the inlet of the cabinet under both natural and forced air velocities was 

about 62.8˚c. During the experiments, the cabinet was loaded with 426g of banana slices having an initial moisture 

content of 80%. Eight different thin layer drying models were compared with respect to their coefficient of 

determination (r²), reduced chi-square (x²) and root mean square error (RMSE) was selected to better estimate the 

drying curves. The performance of these models was investigated by non-linear regression analysis using statistica 

computer program. The entire models were showed a good fit to the drying data. However, the (wang and singh) 

drying model was showed a better fit to the experiment data among other models. 
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1   Introduction 
Fruits and vegetables play an important role in human 

diet and nutrition as sources of vitamins and minerals. 

Overall post-harvest losses of fruit and vegetables in 

developing countries are estimated at about 20–50% of 

the production. Drying is one of the widely used 

preservation methods. It is used for improving food 

stability, since it decreases considerably the water 

activity of the material, reduces microbiological activity 

and minimizes physical, chemical changes during its 

storage period, lighter weight, less storage space, lower 

packing and transportation costs and encapsulates 

original flavor. Dried products have almost unlimited 

shelf life in proper packages and substantially lower 

transportation, handling and storage costs compared to 

products of other preservation methods[1-2]. 

Banana is one of the important tropical fruit in the 

world. The ripe fruit contains many of the necessary 

elements that are essential for a balanced diet. Banana 

contains fat, natural sugars, protein, potassium and 

vitamins A, B complex and C. Banana is a climacteric 

fruit with soft texture and it becomes more vulnerable to 

be spoiled due to high moisture content in banana, it is 

wounded and contaminated during handling and 

transportation and quality is deteriorated at high 

temperature and relative humidity [3]. 

Thin layer equations describe the drying phenomena 

in a unified way, regardless of the controlling 

mechanism. They have been used to estimate drying 

times of several products and to generalize drying 

curves. In the development of thin layer drying models 

for agricultural products, generally the moisture content 

of the material at any time after it has been subjected to 

a constant relative humidity and temperature conditions 

is measured and correlated to the drying parameters [4]. 

Several thin layer equations available in the literature for 

explaining drying behavior of agricultural products have 

been used for sweet potato slices, for garlic slices, for 
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pistachio, for grape, for rough rice, for black tea, for 

banana and for prickly pear peel [5]. 

The objectives of this study were to determine the 

thin layer drying characteristics of banana slices in a 

force convection indirect solar drying and to propose 

mathematical model for the drying curves. 

 

 

2   Experiment Set Up  
The Force convection indirect solar drying has been 

designed and fabricated, as shown in the Figure 1. The 

system is an indirect forced circulation solar dying 

thermal. The system consists of two main parts as heat 

collector and the food cabinet. The food cabinet was 

made by ply wood which was paint with black color and 

sealed well by using silicone sealant, Figure 2. The air 

flows through compartment made by polystyrene at each 

top and bottom part of the food cabinet. It was used to 

let the smoother air flow in/out of the food cabinet, i.e. 

reduce turbulence flow happened. Two aluminums foil 

flexible (2m), the longer tube was attached to the heat 

collector into the bottom part of food cabinet. A shorter 

tube was fixed onto the top part of the food cabinet, 

which acts as the intermediate of air flow from heat 

collector to food cabinet. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1 Picture of indirect forced circulation solar drying 

thermal system. 

 

 

Fig. 2 Picture of food cabinet, A) Air flow compartment, 

B) Aluminum foil flexible, C) Moisture outlet, D) Door, 

E) Food Tray, F) Wires connecting to fans, G) Dc fan 

There were three trays of area (550 x 550) mm
2
 of each 

tray. The tray was made by aluminum net for food 

placing. The distance from the bottom fan to the bottom 

tray was about 150mm, and a distance of 200mm among 

each tray. Fans of 7.2 watts were located at top and 

bottom part of the food cabinet to drive the desired air 

flow inside the system. In total, the height of the cabinet 

was1200mm and width 600mm with overall volume of 

food storage region was 0.288m
3
. The food located 

inside the cabinet was to avoid direct exposure of the 

solar radiation so that the discoloration and hygiene 

dried food produced. 

 

 

Fig. 3 Picture of heat collector on supporting structure, 

A) Aluminum foil connecting frame, B) Aluminum 

angle, C) Air flow divider, D) Clear glass, E) Two zinc 

sheets, F) Supporting structure, G) Air flow inlet 

compartment of heat collector, H) Air flow outlet 

compartment of heat collector. 

 

The heat collector (Figure 3) has two pieces of curvy 

zinc sheet (1770x470) mm² allocated behind the 

transparent cover (clear glass) of area 1.8m². Those 

sheets act as the heat absorber plate painted in black 

color to maximize the heat absorption from the solar 

radiation. 5 mm thick of transparent cover acted as green 

house and increased the temperature of air inside the 

heat collector. A gap of 150mm, between the glass and 

the absorber surface for air circulation inside the heat 

collector, was made. The heat collector was sealed by 

silicone sealant and placed on the heat collector 

supporting structure at the tilt angle of 23.5˚ degree with 

respect with the horizontal plane to maximize the 

exposure of solar radiation. 

 

 

3   Materials and Methods 
Semi-theoretical thin layer drying models were used 

widely in the analysis of drying characteristics [6-10]. 
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For this study, eight models were tested, as shown in 

Table 1. 

 

Table 1: Mathematical models applied to the drying curves 

Model Model name Equation Reference 

1 Lewis or Newton  12 

2 Page  13 

3 Modified Page ) 14 

4 Henderson and Pabis  15 

5 Logarithmic  16 

6 Two-term  17 

7 Two term exponential 18 

8 Wang and Singh  19 

  

The Moisture Ratio (MR) can be calculated as: 

 

MR = (M-Me)/ (Mo-Me)                [1] 

 

The amount of moisture in a product is designated on the 

basis of weight of water [7,10]: 

 

                                   [2] 

 

In these experiments, the solar drying thermal system 

was loaded with very ripe banana slices (total weight of 

426g) of equal thickness 5mm which having initial 

moisture content of 80%. The fan speed inside the 

cabinet was 4.23m/min throughout the experiments .The 

products were equally distributed on three trays in the 

cabinet equally. During the experiments, the trays were 

swap to each other to get uniformity of product drying of 

each tray every one hour. All product dried in the solar 

dryer were compare with the product dried under open 

sun drying method. All parameters were measured for 

nine hours from 9 am to 5 pm.  

The drying processes were continued until there was 

no significant decrease of the product moisture content 

with increasing the drying time. This moisture contents 

were taken as the value of equilibrium moisture content. 

Banana slices was tested to perform this study. 

 

 

4   Results and Discussions 
A statistical software package was used in the analysis 

of the raw data obtained from the drying experiments. 

The values of the parameters a, n and the constant k for 

the models were determined. The correlation coefficient 

(R²) was the primary criterion for selecting the best 

equation to describe the drying curve equation. In 

addition to (R²), the reduced chi-square (X²) as the mean 

square of the deviations between the experimental and 

calculated values for the models and the root mean 

square error analysis (RMSE) were used to determine 

the goodness of the fit. Higher values of (R²) and lower 

values of chi-square (X²) and RMSE indicate better 

goodness of fit model was selected to best describe the 

drying behavior of Banana slices[7-9,19-22]. These can 

be calculated as 

 

  (3) 

 

    [4,5] 

 

Where MRexp,i is the ith experimentally observed 

moisture ratio, MRpre,i the ith predicted moisture ratio, 

N the number of observations and n the number 

constants. 

Drying experiments were performed for banana 

slices in indirect forced solar drying at different trays in 

the cabinet and in open sun drying. Three experiments 

was applied in the cabinet by dividing it into three trays, 

top, middle and bottom, and the forth experiment was 

done under open sun drying. The objective of these 

experiments is to choose the best curve among the four 

types which let us know which one gives the maximum 

evaporation of the moisture content with minimum 

amount of time. Figure 4 shows the moisture ratio 

relation of the banana slices in indirect forced solar 

drying for the three trays and open sun drying against 

the time.  
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Fig.4 Moisture ratio versus Time (h) curves 

 

As can be seen from Figure 4, the best moisture ratio 

is on the top tray comparing from other trays and open 

sun drying. For example, after 5 drying hour’s time, MR 

in the top tray (0.733), middle tray (0.7894), bottom tray 

(0.8333) and open sun drying (0.91394). So the 

minimum value of the MR (0.733) which related to the 

top tray.  

A set of 8 mathematical drying models in Table 1 was 

conducted to develop a drying model to simulate the 

drying curves of the banana slices in indirect forced 

solar dryer. These models can be used for predicting of 

change of moisture content with time. The values of R², 

X², RMSE and the parameters a, b, c. n and the drying 

constant k, k0, k1 for the different models (for top tray) 

was listed in Table 2. The highest value of R² and the 

lowest value of   X² and RMSE indicated the goodness 

of the fit. All the models showed high values for R² 

ranged between (0.8461291-0.9938108) and low values 

for X² (1.04659*10^-3 - 2.39254*10^-4) and RMSE 

(0.0894042-0.013641351). Moreover, these models can 

estimate the drying curves or the moisture content of the 

banana slices in indirect forced solar drying during the 

dehydration processes adequately. 

However, among the eight mathematical drying 

models, the Wang and Singh model resulted in the 

highest values of R² (0.9938108) and the lowest values 

of X² (2.39254*10^-4) and RMSE (0.013641351). This 

indicated that the good fit of Wang and Singh model 

compared to other models as shown in Table2. Figures 

5-7 show the Wang and Singh model drying curve for 

top, middle, and bottom tray, respectively. To validate 

the developed model, the experimental data were plotted 

against the predicted values. The results showed smooth 

and good scatter of the data points around the fitted line. 

This confirms the goodness of the developed model to 

estimate the moisture content of banana slices in a force 

convection indirect solar drying. Figures 8-10 show the 

observed moisture content versus predicted moisture 

content for top, middle, and bottom tray, respectively. 

 

Table 2: Thin layer drying models results (top tray) 
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Fig. 5 Wang and Singh model drying curve (Top tray). 
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Fig. 6 Wang and Singh model drying curve (Middle 

tray). 
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Fig. 7 Wang and Singh model drying curve (Bottom 

tray) 
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Fig. 8 Wang and Singh model (Top tray), Observed 

moisture content versus predicted moisture ratio for 

banana slice 
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Fig. 9 Wang and Singh model (Middle tray), Observed   

moisture content versus predicted moisture ratio for 

banana slice. 
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Fig. 10 Wang and Singh model (Bottom tray), Observed 

moisture content versus predicted moisture ratio for 

banana slice. 

 

 

5   Conclusion 
In the present study, drying behavior of the banana slices 

was investigated under force convection indirect solar 

drying. Wang and Singh model had high a correlation 

coefficient (R²)and low chi-square(X²) and root mean 

square error (RMSE) values was found to be adequate in 

describing the thin layer drying characteristics of banana 

slices in a force convection indirect solar drying. 
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